
Your application is not
as safe as you think.

Astra's vulnerability scanner is equipped with real hacker
intelligence gathered from 1000+ vulnerability
assessments and penetration tests (VAPT) done by our
security experts overs on varied applications.

The ever-evolving scanner helps you discover and report
vulnerabilities in your application through a detailed
security scan.

Uncover vulnerabilities & patch them in record time with
Astra's Vulnerability Scanner & Management Suite

www.getastra.com

Security that comes without 100 emails, 250
google searches and painstaking PDFs:

You want complete security—but not at the cost of precious
team hours over boring procedures. Astra's vulnerability
management dashboard does everything for you. It puts all
your security data in one place.

Astra's Vulnerability
Scanner Features:

Self-served, on the cloud
continuous scanner that runs 2500+
test cases covering OWASP, SANS,
ISO, SOC, etc.
Rich and easy-to-understand
dashboard with graphical
representation that helps with
vulnerability & patch management
Developer & CXO level reporting
Team collaboration options for
assigning vulnerabilities for fix
Multiple asset management under
the same scan project
Dedicated 'Vulnerabilities' section
that offers insights on vulnerability
impact, severity, CVSS score,
potential loss (in $)
Comprehensive scanner that
includes all the mandatory local and
global compliance requirement
checks

"High level of trust & confidence
with Astra Security."

Olivier Trupiano
Founder & CEO,
Signalement.Net
(Whistleblowing Platform in Europe)

Easy, accessible reports that you can interpret at a glance with
the dashboard.
Collaborate with developers from within the dashboard.
Get detailed steps on bug fixing tailored to your issues and know
exactly how to reproduce vulnerabilities with video Proof of
Concepts (PoCs).
Collaborate directly with our security engineers within the
vulnerability management dashboard to fix vulnerabilities faster.
Integrate Astra's Pentest with your Gitlab or Github CI/CD
pipeline. And turn your SecOps into DevSecOps.
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Want to know more about
Astra's Vulnerability Scanner?

In addition, to ensure utmost security we
believe in ‘Proactive Security’ measures where
we anticipate the infiltration techniques used by
hackers and recommend additional security
countermeasures. 

Astra's Customers:

Details of Vulnerability
Affected Components (of application or N/W)
Vulnerability Impact, Severity, CVSS Score
and Potential Loss (in $)
Steps to Reproduce 
Steps to fix / Suggested Fixes
Additional References

Astra's Vulnerability Scanner is ever learning
from new CVEs, bug bounty data & intelligence
gathered from pentest we do for companies in
varied industries. Your CXOs get a birds-eye
view on the security posture of your organization
with data-backed insights which help them make
the right decisions.

Furthermore, the "Vulnerabilities" section in
Astra's Vulnerability Scanners provides a
detailed analysis of every single vulnerability
discovered in the scan results: 

Let's talk :

and 2000+ more

Benefits:
Know weaknesses in your
system before hackers do

Reduced TCO on vulnerability
management

Meet data protection & other
compliance requirements

360 degree visibility of
your application's security

PCI-DSS

Amazing SaaS App
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